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  Piano improvisation as an applied discipline, the performer in the improvisation of 
theoretical knowledge in the application of foundation, but also will improvisation 
and musical aesthetics combine the study, from an aesthetic perspective to study piano 
improvisation impromptu, let the music works with logic can also penetrate the 
beauty of music the theoretical basis, give the player create works more rich life pulse, 
culture and distinctive personal style. This article mainly from the importance of 
theoretical knowledge, piano improvisation particularity as well as piano 
improvisation in acceptance aesthetics embodied in three chapters in this, have a 
certain aesthetic consciousness and ability on the basis of improvisation, not simply 
consider improvisation this music acts only as a physical sound transmission 
performance form, but also from the cultural integrity, performer emotional talk of the 
surface under the strict logic and improvisation and music composer and piano 
performance differences between areas such as research, so that either the improviser 
or audience can go through the whole work consciously hold music reflect the beauty, 
music as a medium just in the player played music information output and the 
audience in have certain esthetic ability to accept, more important is the beauty of 
music performance in the same improvisational performer and audience's spirit, 
national cultural tradition and true inner feelings experience to play the role of 
communication. 
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